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In US TAX COURT
400 second street NW, Washington DC 20217

James Frank Osterbur
2191 county road 2500 E.  St. Joseph, IL 61873

social security #338-46-2535
www.justtalking3.info  www.trialoflife.info 

vs
United States of America

IRS, person to contact Josephine Stockli #0860162
dated: 6 / 23 / 12

case docket number   11108-12L

THE DEMAND
FOR CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, TO BE UPHELD!

The identity of a nation, the preamble of the US constitution/ the bill of rights/ and
the declaration of independence: each of  which unites us, and is the

FOUNDATION;   CARRIED forth BY LAW:   to its rightful RESPECTED
PLACE in the governance of this nation.

RE:   MOTION TO DISMISS/ JUNE 8, 2012 Michael T. Shelton

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, CANNOT BE
DISMISSED!  It is the law of this land.  It rules the judge/
the prosecutor/ and the court itself:   because it is
DEMOCRACY by we the people! 

There is no rule that supercedes it/ there is no “form to
fill out” that denies it/ there are NO elements of ridicule that
take away my guaranteed rights under constitutional law.  The
purpose of the constitution itself, is to insure this is true/ by
removing the ruler and his rules, the oppressor and his chains: to
create WE THE PEOPLE, BY LAW.  A contract that binds us
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all together under the agreement that is the constitution
itself, as written: that will rule our lives as a nation or state. 
Rather than rules or rulers/ employees,  demanding whatever
they want, and their consequence of making us“slaves, and
creating  power over us”.  DEMOCRACY establishes: The
preamble as the interpretation of this people for themselves/ and
describes their desire for this nation.  The bill of rights is their
functional doctrine as to what is expected by uniting as one
people.  The declaration is their plea, and their fight, to prove: 
WE WILL be called EQUAL.

By this courts own words: This is not tax court!  This court has
proclaimed itself   “A LEGAL COURT”, governed by la w, which means the
law rules here first, not the tax code. Which does mean your I.R.C.  6673 DOES
NOT apply here/ at this time.

  My claim is FOR THE GUARANTEED RIGHT, called first amendment
redress of grievances: that is easily granted/ OBEY THE LAW.  Then I will pay
whatever tax I owe.  The foundation of redress CANNOT be claimed as an
attempt to take over “government”; therefore it is not political in any sense or
way. RATHER as has been explained: REDRESS IS THE RIGHT, to demand
WE THE PEOPLE shall be informed, SHALL make our employees accountable
to us; and shall preform the duties of ownership by protecting ourselves WHEN
it is clear, we MUST.  By law!  

AND THEN DECIDE FOR OURSELVES, what our future shall be/
what our employees shall do for us, or be punished by us:   WE WILL BE
OUR GOVERNMENT, under the constitution, BY OUR OWN VOTE ON
THE LAW, that does govern our lives.  NOT employees, but law governing
our lives.  Not employees making that law for us:   BUT WE THE PEOPLE
establishing our government, by understanding: it is the law that gives us the
power to decide for ourselves as a democracy.

  As this has been my demand from the beginning, of each case claiming
redress/ the ridicule I have been given by the court system of both state and nation:
is in fact a complete DISRESPECT for we the people.  The denial of constitutional
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guarantee; is ANARCHY/ the betrayal of us all.
 The withholding of tax:   IS THE ONLY way, I can enforce my right to due

process, (I am owed my constitutional right) and be legally heard/ even though
traitors do attempt to take it away continually with cries of “fantasy and delusion:  
we cannot understand/ its gibberish, ETC”.

  Because the employees “bar the gate” for less than money/ OR more
correctly any denial, that I will be your slave.   I do DEMAND MY FIRST
AMENDMENT RIGHT/ as proof of ownership for this nation and this state of IL:
BY WE THE PEOPLE.   That is the guarantee/ that is my right under due process
of law/ that is the foundation of democracy enforced by we the people.  Therefore
it is necessary/ rather than desired, that you prove what is or is not guaranteed by
the first amendment in law.  Fully understanding, it will be reviewed by the people
who do employ you/ and the oath, which allows penalties for your failure.

That law reads: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble and to
petition the government for a redress of grievances.”  Nothing political in it/ every
word a demand for legally guaranteed rights shared by all citizens.  That includes
redress. 

 Therefore the words to be interpreted are “peaceably to assemble”: for a
legal right means/ within a courtroom, and in front of a jury.  Whereby they must
agree, “to taking our employees to court/ or investigating the realities presented”.

  “To petition the government” which is literally ourselves, as is the purpose
of democracy called WE THE PEOPLE: requires that they be informed, and that
they understand and agree to the realities of an investigation, the examination of
which SHALL lead to the truth regarding those we employ, or that which is or
does affect our lives as governing definitions. 

 “Redress of grievances” is very simply the discovery and therefrom trial to
assert and define what is, or is not only true, but of substantial value or theat to
ourselves as a nation.

  Not only can you do this/ it is the law, it is your sworn duty to uphold
and obey EVERY guaranteed constitutional right. It is my guaranteed right, to
find a legal resolution within the court.  It is treasonous of you; that I must remind
the court of these things.  It is anarchy, that you and each preceding court has tried
to destroy this first amendment right BELONGING to me/ and every single citizen
in this nation.  THIS IS OURS, not yours, and redress does represent the most
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fundamental claim of democracy itself: that we shall hold our employees
accountable to us/ legally, as is proven by your oath/ and our power to insist upon
redress.  IT IS extortion that you attempt to make me pay, by threatening an
excessive fine, or abusing me with ridicule and insults.  When this case is clearly
your fault, for not obeying our law: & it is your time line, NOT mine, that brings
us here today.  This is your organized rebellion, a clear and irrefutable collusion
and thereby conspiracy:  when court after court refused to grant my first
amendment right/ a law LEGALLY entitled to me; an oath disgraced by you.  A
fine against you of not less than one million dollars.

 It is the sign of a traitor in the court, when each and every court/ each and
every judge and  prosecutor with few or minimal  exceptions:   uses ridicule as
their defense/ refuses to acknowledge the law that is redress, thereby denying me
due process/ and addresses me and this people with contempt (can’t have it/ we
refuse the law).  That is a criminal act, a felony betrayal. 

 The court and its employees, Demand without exception: to use a sewer of
words merely to hide the case;  as is the intent of frivolous, etc.    By demeaning
and dismantling the first amendment of the US constitution;   they seek to destroy
the demand and the rights called DEMOCRACY ITSELF.  There is no other
purpose.  Democracy means:   WE THE PEOPLE HAVE RIGHTS
GUARANTEED/ and you the employees, by your sworn oath HAVE DUTIES. 
And you know it.

Even so, after decades of working for life, demanding democracy shall rule
here/ and still I work primarily alone.  The reality is, “although I do absolutely
NEED REDRESS” to accomplish the base purpose of my true demand; apart from
democracy must rule here.  The foundation of this work:   IS that THE
ABSOLUTE INSANITY of leadership, which has deliberately betrayed us all/
with their lies, cheating, stealing, and intent to exterminate life,  from this
planet.  Must be stopped.   LEGALLY, so that civil war can be removed.  
This ain’t a game/ I threaten no one: rather the evidence of gun sales, the reality of
lives damaged;  futures, securities, and money STOLEN; the endless cheating by
a few who do intend that we the people shall be slaves; and in particular the
brainwashed cults that have arisen to threaten, exterminate, control, and deceive
life.  The reality is: even though threatened with the end of this world/ threatened
by an identifiable enemy described simply as “a lake of fire, that will clearly
consume us all” if fusion does not go out by their theories”.  This people still
remain silent, against every possible conception of sanity: they are then controlled
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as if brainwashed, because survival is an essence of life.  When what is real and
literal, and understandable as critical fears: threats we cannot survive by any
means/ the end of everything, when proven wrong; and still the endless chant
exists “we believe in university” remains.  It is a cult!   Because nothing less can
consume them from the inside.  Religion, irregardless of the fact “you are idol
worshipers” is against the law/ in ruling this government.  You have disgraced
us all.

So, lets discuss the commissioner of IRS claim:   frivolous, “ my demand
for guaranteed legal rights by constitutional law”/ and gibberish, “ my demand,
DON’T GAMBLE WITH MY LIFE, MY WORLD, MY FUTURE, OR
EVERYTHING I HOLD AS VALUE, and WE ALL NEED TO SURVIVE ,
because nature and life and environment, are more important to me”:    Than the
damned.

THE EVIDENCE IS ABSOLUTELY CLEAR:  As established earlier,
in filing;  these threats are not a game: with some notes, used to discard “ the
experts”.  WE LOOK AT “ gibberish first”.  Reminding you, where there are NO
second chances/ a theory, or its religion (as is evolution);  that proves to be
wrong, IS THE END of all life on earth.  All dead, including you, and yours/ your
future, and your soul.

  Today, if you want to survive, you will take note of the truth:   each of
these threats represent! No more excuses, "its too much/ its too little/ its too
strong/ its too weak”: ETC/ ETC/ ETC!   THESE EXPERIMENTS ARE 
"one time only/ no second chances/ no mercy/ no going back in time".
EITHER CHOOSE to stop them, or accept death at the door.  The terrorists
who bring them to our door, can and will: destroy our world, our nature,
our future.  The fact that people do understand the risk, and remain silent
proves “brainwashed”/ the reality of power that keeps them silent, isolates
and identifies a cult using “religious power” to suppress and control.  Or
they would rise to protect themselves, and they do not;   “Because they are
believers”.

PROVE THE EVIDENCE IS WRONG.  Prove THE TRUTH shall not rule/
instead of your beliefs.  “Play time is over”.  THERE ARE NO SECOND
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CHANCES; to be wrong, is to kill all life, every child, and everything for us all. 
That is the risk scientists take.  That is the reality of mutilation, or failing to
support the foundations of life and living we all depend upon to survive.

But remember this as well: one second too late, and we are dead, or dying in
horror/ NOT a game, there is no going back.

 Play time is over; GROW UP and face your reality.  Do, whatever it is, you can
HONESTLY do/ or lay down and die: “its your choice”.  But understand this,
WAR will not help you; only the law, by its truth;  can sustain us.

EXHIBITS, that threaten a nation, and a world:   containing the quotes of
terrorists: plus, an opposing view, on the very worst. Links and more are found at
the web site www.justtalking3.info 

 Exhibit A; under construction:    the lasers will be the first to operate in the exa-
watt scale–a quintillion watts.  That is about a million times more powerful than
10 billion 100 watt light bulbs.  And a fourth laser to be built.....twice the power of
these three.    By 2015

You are reminded with regards to each, "in opposition" position referred too: that
if I am right or wrong is ultimately irrelevant, because I do not threaten you with
extinction.  BUT THAT IS NOT TRUE, of the terrorists who have created these
threats. They literally gamble with our lives, our planet, our everything living.

FROM ME IN OPPOSITION to exhibit A: this is a fire so ferocious, that fusion
is guaranteed; a planet on fire.  The claim of an energy roughly equal to what
the sun brings to this entire planet, in the same second; then isolated into "a
pencil point"; by men. What could go wrong: "take a look at your sun"!  I remind
you, that fusion is the burning of atomic bonds;  just like a chemical fire is the
burning of molecular bonds.  It is NOT dependent upon gravity.  It is FIRE!

 Exhibit B; an extreme IMMEDIATE threat: , "411 trillion watts of power".  The
national ignition facility:  NIF said—1,000 times more than the entire US
consumes at any given instant. .....dramatically increase the power ....by the end of
this year.....drive toward fusion ignition (same fire here, as is on the sun)......we
have all the capacity to make it happen in the fiscal year 2012.
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 Page 2 NIF will achieve temperatures of more than ...180 million degrees
fahrenheit....pressures more than 100 billion times as large as the earth's
atmosphere.

  –only three places in the space and time of our universe have ever produced
anything close to these conditions.     The BIG BANG.....INTERIOR OF
STARS......THERMONUCLEAR WEAPONS. .....laboratory experiments that
attempt to reproduce the processes in the sun.....in order to drive the implosion of
the ignition capsule....

Page 3.   The equivalent of five million 100 watt light bulbs....result: one miniature
star. ....fuel will be compressed to a density 100 times that of solid lead, and heated
to more than 100 million degrees celsius- hotter than the center of the
sun.......produce energy the way the stars and the sun do...our little star will
produce ten to 100 times more energy than we used to ignite it.....the light and
warmth that we enjoy from the sun; a star 93 million miles away, are reminders of
how well the fusion process works and the immense energy it creates.

"Supernova explosion...much lower than the temperature expected to be achieved
in the NIF target.....density.... well below what NIF will achieve.....the extreme
neutron density at NIF is larger than that achieved by a core-collapse
supernova-(an exploding star- or when two neutron stars". collide.)

FROM ME IN OPPOSITION: the next step if contained is the creation of a black
hole; if not fusion. The process:  if the energy absolutely cannot get out/ and more
pressure is applied than the environment can withstand, then it must turn inward,
(because for every action there must be a reaction; is that not so).  And that is
what creates a black hole, or dark matter as a result; "for every action/ there
WILL be a reaction".  Is that not your law!

Idiots suggest/ scientists gamble our entire world on: it takes extreme pressures
to sustain a fusion fire (therefore safe)/ because they believe "the sun burns from
the inside out". But what if they are wrong?  Answer: WE ALL DIE.
         Their theory is “everything about the sun is on fire, from the inside out” But
we see no fissures/ there is no evidence to support this at all. 

HOWEVER  the primary evidence to the contrary:  OF,  processes on the
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sun, by its reality,  are already discovered.  That is a dying sun (getting ready to
explode)  goes supernova, and as a result expands to more than 3 times its current
size. For this to happen: the core/ mass of the sun must add more fuel to the fire,
to increase intensity.(fires grow). For more fuel to be burned than previously, as a
supernova proves.  It is absolutely impossible to believe the sun "burns from the
inside out".  If it did, all the fuel in question would be already engulfed in flame/
burning quickly; therefore nothing to add to the fire.  Proven not true, the fire
increases. Therefore evidence of a supernova, ultimately and without question
proves this their theory is wrong, or without question, in doubt.

  But there is no doubt regarding what a fire released on earth just like
the sun will do: just look at the sun.  The evidence of reality as to what does
happen on the sun with fusion is: heat expands, just like the flame on a candle:
therefore we know, by the law of thermodynamics:  that the flames are lifted off
the surface of the orb/ causing the fuel to be vacuumed up: not fire held down by
"their delusions of gravity: which they don't even have a theory for". 

 Neither is the assumption (theory) that combining atomic environments
into elements (making hydrogen into helium) is what creates energy as heat; that
is not fusion fire.  While it is true that atomic nuclei combined into different
elements does release heat, IT IS NOT the making of a new molecule or element
that releases heat.  IT IS THE INTERFERENCE GENERATED, by adding into or
subtracting from the orbital arrangements of an atom that causes heat to come
forth.  The rhythms/ balance/ disciplines/ and stability of the whole atom/ each
atom:  is interrupted and influenced to remove energy, and from that:  energy
releases from the outside (electron field)  atomic environment:  that is heat, from a
chemical reaction. NOT the end result which is a different molecule or element/
but the degrading of atomic stability for a length of time.  

Heat from a nuclear fire, is the degrading and dissolution of bonds that
hold the proton and neutron nucleus together.  In the case of the sun and
planetary orbit: the remaining neutron now freed, is attracted first to the
remaining mass of the sun itself/ and secondly to all other mass close enough to be
influenced: that effect/ represents gravity itself. Therefore it is the fire on the sun
that presents the greatest gravity in this solar system. Not the mass.  A greater
mass attracts a smaller mass, because there is more degradation, of the nuclear
environment; wherever there is more atomic nuclei, in motion.   The sun is NOT
hydrogen, held together "by magic".  The sun is a dense rock, being dissolved by
fire because the atomic energy of individual orbiting electrons are removed:
thereby releasing the potential energy that is a proton at its core, by the resultant
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chaos, which "shakes the proton"to be melted. The debris field left that is ejected
from the sun; consists of  whatever can survive the fire.  WHICH IS, the smallest/
lightest potential element/ that then reassembles itself beyond the flames; and even
smaller particles;   as does become the debris field of this fire being ejected:
therefore viewed as hydrogen.  It is a result of the flame, NOT a composition of
the orb itself.  Their assumptions proven; a stupid theory, blind from the outset.

Add in, that they do expect their "star" shall produce 100 times more energy than
they put into it:   they say they put in 1000 times more power than all the
electricity used in the USA during the same time. Or by their quote: they must
contain an energy equivalent of : 500 million 100 watt light bulbs in their
machine. 50,000,000,000 (50 billion) watts, unleashed, in a very tiny area.

DRESS REHEARSAL is over 
http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=7403916n&tag=mg;mostpopvideo  
nothing left to do, "but create fusion or a black hole/ or a megaton explosion
in San Francisco".  If they ignite their star/ they will incinerate all of San
Francisco, almost instantly.  Because everything is fuel/ it cannot be put out:
which leaves the only possibility; try to disperse it with nuclear bombs; that will
fail, because fusion is the burning of nuclear bonds.  A fire 8-10 million degrees/
that will rise for miles straight up; WILL eject this entire atmosphere in less than
one month: a dead earth.  All because the insane “want to play”, and say “lets be
gods”.  This solar system then becomes a binary star system/ which will end in
both suns colliding together.  Which adds the question: did this failure of “human
life” happen before?

For lack of a better word:   DEVILS/ TERRORISTS/ AND DISEASE OF
INTELLECT SO DAMAGING TO LIFE, they would be better off dead.

Exhibit C.  Crucifying our world:    from the listing and words beyond  fools/ the
element of failure so diseased with arrogance, that it can only be called satan (for
lack of a better, more descriptive word).

  The crucifers say, we created synthetic life, or this:  "Is the first microbe
that thrives and self-replicates with only a synthetic genome to guide it....forming
an artificial chromosome 1 million characters long.   ...motivating force is
commercial....could be worth more than one trillion dollars....proof of concept that
we can make....changes across the entire genome of an organism....add entirely
new functions....create a new range of industrial organisms....produced short
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strands ....strands reassembled....spliced in.   The crucial step...synthetic genome
and transferred it into another kind of common bug.  As this bug multiplied, some
of its progeny ditched their own DNA and began using the synthetic genome. 
THEN the transformation began.    "Its pretty stunning when you just replace the
DNA software in the cell.  The cell instantly starts reading that new software,
starts making a whole different set of proteins, and in short while, all the
characteristics of the first species disappear and a new species emerges".

applications of this enabling technology are enormous....weaponised
microbes...make the most powerful bioweapons imaginable....limited mostly by
our imaginations... unless it is deliberately injected or sprayed into a goat...

Page 2.   They're building life.....dubbed genetic engineering on steroids" - is
inspired by the convergence of nano-scale biology...mail order synthetic DNA. 
"Just about anyone has the potential to construct genes or entire genome’s
from scratch, including those of lethal pathogens..... scientists predict that
within 2-5 years it will be possible to synthesize any virus.....backed by
government funding and venture capital.  They aim to commercialize new
biological parts, devices, and systems that don't exist in the natural world. some of
which are designed for environmental release.... concentrated in the hands of
major multinational firms....biological samples, sequenced and stored in digital
form, will move instantaneously across the globe and be resurrected in corporate
labs thousands of miles away.....tools for synthesizing genes and genome’s are
widely accessible and advancing at break-neck pace....there must be an immediate
ban on environmental release of de novo synthetic organisms until wide societal
debate and strong governance are in place.....new technologies that will challenge
human society and food sovereignty...

Page 3.   ...successfully fused human cells with rabbit eggs....for years scientists
have added human genes to bacteria and farm animals....artificial life refers to the
synthesis and simulation ...and also to possible life forms and concepts that man
not have occurred ....not only in life "as we know it", but also "life as it might
be"....US biotech company announced they have first cloned human embryos....
all embryos died early.... federal policy regarding stem cell research, human
cloning, and biotechnology.   

"Building an evolvable physical self-replicating machine is a grand challenge. 
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The main problem is that the device must be capable of hereditary variation, that is
replicating in many configurations-configurations into which it enters
unpredictably by mutation. Template replication is the solution found by
nature........replication must be maintained by preventing side reactions such as
spontaneous ligation, cyclization, product inhibition, and elongation of staggered
ends. The last of these three results in every lengthening sequences in a process
known as the elongation catastrophe.  The extreme specificity of structure
required by the monomers is indirect evidence of some kind of natural
......prior to existence.....life.

FROM ME IN OPPOSITION: as is the reality of the last paragraph made above:
biology is NOT a simple mix of chemicals in a pot, stirred.  Mutilations cannot be
undone.   Take a look at your own reality: birth defects/ accidents/ old age/
infections that kill; and so on.   Yet these very things NO ONE wants; are
EXACTLY what your genetic scientists are doing to all of nature.  The end
result is entirely predictable:  Pandemic's that cannot be reversed/ mutilated
bodies that no longer work/ HORRIFIC recombinations that destroy the
disciplines balance life and hope of everything alive.  Not to mention, 
Biological weapons can kill 97% already, of humanity, which are being
intensified.

. Evolution is nothing more than another religion: very little more than "I
went shopping for what I wanted a body to be/ I chose/ I built myself, over billions
of years"; without a mind.  How is that not a religion, how is that NOT the most
pathetic excuse for “intellect” possible?  IT IS so damned STUPID, it doesn’t
deserve a word in response:   yet the cult of university idols, and their
worshipers “believe”!  They are INSANE.

  Rather, than insanity:   the simple evidence is, “you cannot have a body of
any life;  without all the parts, pieces, processes, reproduction, utilities, etc: that
you must have”/ that  you need from the beginning to survive.  An entire body
without lungs/ a heart without blood or vessels/ muscles without bones or joints or
hands/ everything else but no mind?  WHAT, DON'T YOU NEED, for life to
survive? What good is it, without the rest?  How then did evolution build you one
tiny piece at a time?  It is insane.  It is blind brainwashed sewage without the
intellect of a gnat.  PROVE IT IS NOT SO.  Adaption is merely the evidence of
perfect design.

THESE CREATURES OF DOOM, whose entire purpose for most is to play
god, with all of nature:   ARE GAMBLING they can create creatures and claim to
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be “gods”.  What they are doing with that HORRENDOUS EXAMPLE OF
ARROGANCE is destroying the entire balance and disciplines of life. 
MURDERING our bodies, and ASSASSINATING EVERYTHING WE DEPEND
UPON FOREVER.  There is no going back.   They are literally BEYOND
INSANE.

 Exhibit D.  The experiment: “can we create a big bang here on earth: the
single most destructive event in the history of the universe.       CERN;”

  Experiments that smash protons...."god's particle (so called)" what they do:
....proton smash-ups to 115 to 130 giga-electron-volts....(.00000000000000232).  
LHC will run through to the end of 2012....the beam energy for 2011 will be 3.5
TeV (trillion electron volts)......to prepare for higher energy running starting
2014....prepare for it running at its full design energy of 7 TeV per beam.

FROM ME IN OPPOSITION:   The answer is:   that a big bang did not happen
without structural disintegration.  That means: SOMETHING "sliced and
diced" the mass  to be blown apart prior to the big event so that everything
could go at once. (Just like you do, to take down large buildings).   So says the
evidence!

That means in real terms the force present establishes:   "a proton" so
energized, it exceeds the limits of light and time:   or no physical resistance could
oppose that force, a completely different form of energy existed against the mass
involved.  The law “for every action/ there must be a reaction” failed, or the mass
of an entire universe; as all the experts agree did explode instantaneously.  
Simply could not have “exploded instantaneously”.   Therefore, tied by
"electrons", because this force  moved back and forth through the mass at
tremendous speed.  The result is:  Destroying atomic order (time itself), a little
with every pass.

 A  GREATER understanding, is provided  at the end of these exhibits.
Lacking the intent of a foreign language used to hide it, from the general public; 
as is math; so that you may understand.

Bringing that here on purpose establishes a theory that gambles:   THIS
PLANET will not explode, just like the Big Bang.  Same method, the intent to
create the same force: why is the same result “unexpected”.  INSANE.

E.  LIARS, CHEATS, AND THIEVES:   Page 1.  Is a short summary of the
various sites and information found, detailing the extreme disregard for reality, as
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it reveals "just 363 billion left in US account; after social security and medicare
for a year, from taxes".  But they spent 6.3 trillion in IL they collected $21 billion,
but spent 140 billion.  The money called a debt/ HAS IN FACT, been inflated to
$504 thousand dollars per individual citizen: they just call it a debt/ so they can
keep these numbers for themselves; using it, to steal everything; because we
cannot compete with these numbers they did counterfeit.  In terms of a national
reality:   every dollar a bank receives is multiplied by not less than ten times/ on
wall street, you can buy on margin at a minimum rate of 50-1:   when more money
is generated by the financial sector of a nation than by any other means:   THEY
COUNTERFEIT, simple as that.  AND, then they use that counterfeit money to
buy, either outright/ or by payment:   our property, and steal our nation, our
work, our future, and our lives.

June 7, 2012:    US FEDERAL RESERVE RELEASES.   Table  L.5 total
liabilities and its relation to total financial assets. In BILLIONS;   add nine zeros
(not including cents) behind the period.  Or total liabilities (line 19) reads
124412.0 which then becomes $124,412,00,000,000.  Or 124 trillion, 412 billion
owed; as a nation/ by its workers.  “You think someone else is going to pay?”    
Total assets (line 33); translated as total reported dollars in circulation currently:  
$161542.5 or $161.5 trillion dollars looks like $161, 542,500,000,000.00   or
translated into more understandable terms: divided equally there is enough dollars
inflated into the currency of this nation to provide $161.542 trillion dollars divided
by 310 million citizens presents each one with $521,104.84.  Babies, prisoners, 
and all.  "You got yours"/ someone does.  Or more simply the rate of inflation is
tremendous/ but the reality of calling it a debt:   GIVES IT ALL, EVERY DAMN
NUMBER; “to the hands of a tiny few” so they can spend it as if it was real money
instead of inflation.  Or more simply yet, by NOT revealing the inflation and
calling it a debt: we are cheated repeatedly/ by those who have chosen to
redistribute our wealth and our lives, to themselves.  Claiming we owe/ while
they steal!

FROM ME IN OPPOSITION: a debt that cannot be paid, is inflation.  One trillion
dollars is ten thousand dollars per each and every one of one hundred million
people: one in three citizens.  Bringing our debts divided by 100,000,000 people
(we are not one hundred million REAL workers); even so, divided  equally that
makes this number the equivalent work at your pay scale: $1,244,120.00 or 1.2
million dollars per each and every:   one in three citizens.  All of them workers! 
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How are you not to be considered,  a slave; by the reality of these numbers?  Do
you need more evidence, of outright theft?  WHY?

F. the short list, from other threats listed here:

1.  We burn more oxygen with fire (with vehicles), than this earth can
produce/ you also cut down, mutilate, or destroy the very organisms that produce
the oxygen we need.  "The average person uses about 3,000 gallons of air to
breathe a day; a small car, average speed & distances:  use thirty times that much,
in an hour. A large truck over one hundred times more."  Think about it: using
more oxygen just for fire than the planet makes/ WHAT happens next?  Answer
the question/ it ain’t hard.  Proven by experiments at bio-sphere 2

2.   Antibiotic feeds are failing/ which means the factory farm is nearly
extinct: a single pandemic then destroys the entire herd; across this world
(taking your food with it). ENDS EVERY FACTORY FARM !  We the world;  
cannot wait to rebuild, too many mouths to feed.  We have NO OTHER means to
raise or keep these animals currently (other methods of farming have been almost
entirely destroyed); therefore it will be cannibalism/ because the animals and
livestock left, WILL be consumed instead of allowed to re-populate.  Many will
die immediately (got to have something to eat: a ravaged world), unless you do
something now:  this will be true. 

 Antibiotics are what make most of your healthcare possible; "all gone,
for a few pennies, and a little ease". The absolute tragedy of “a university way”. 

 Pharmaceuticals of all kinds; sucked in by the handfuls; ARE without
doubt contributing to massive increases in autism, asthma, and more; chemicals of
all kinds, ADD IN, to mutilate genetic structure.  And we end with life and body in
chaos.

3.  Only one inch of rain replenishes an aquifer/ per fifty inches of rainfall.
LESS THAN one inch of recharge per year in the best areas.  Ethanol is added
to fifteen percent of all gasoline used in the USA(140 billion gallons per year)/
times at least three gallons of water to make it/ times (guessing another two for
irrigation, etc) equals 700 billion gallon of drinking water. Over decades: 
Trillions of gallons of water are pumped into gas fields/ oil fields/ used in
chemicals/ made toxic by chemicals/  contaminated from garbage/ removed from
saturation into the aquifer by tiling; and a whole lot more.  Just because it rains/
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does not mean the aquifer is now recharged! They were filled over “thousands of
years”/ soon to be emptied, because you didn’t care.  Beware of fracking and other
methods of contamination: because an earthquake can change everything, not to
mention all the other things that can simply go wrong; and then its too late/ the
water all gone. Go find out.

4. There are experiments in nano technology, small enough particles to invade
cellular structure and clog immunology, functions, foundations of life,  and life
processes as well as other cellular activities/ not only for us, but all living things.
Self replicating means: potentially complete overtaking of the biological system/
even every biological creature or plant on earth.  No second chances, all done;
“just breathe it in/ or touch it/ etc.”

5. The advances to artificial intelligence are an easily detectable threat. It will be
bad for humanity;  because it can be an enemy/ not because it has to be?  Robotic
machines and computers,  have already replaced your jobs with many machines/
they won’t, be coming back!   What happens when “the few who control the work; 
 don’t want to support a large portion of the population anymore, who can’t find
work”?  What happens when slavery is no longer enough?  Answer:  IT IS WAR!

6. The introduction of mutilations  such as Bt corn (kill any insect that bites,
anything that eats it;  sicken many insects in contact with the pollen, (disease,
contagions, infections, etc).  Not to mention,  the pesticides based upon that same
chemical reaction, being used by households, (got to kill them all).   Or other types
of poisons that sicken the world that lives on insects.

 Killing the insect world, and transforming the rest, from the bottom of the
food chain on up/ DESTROYS more than insects.  It kills every life that depends
upon them for survival;  and that includes many mammals when times are tough. 
Ask a survivalist.

 The determined work of men is: to end of habitat for all but what men want/
thereby extinction of species, by removal of diversity/ poisoning, mowing,
draining, tiling, tillage, etc:   everything in sight.   Water, and everything else that
we and every other creature that lives needs: is on trial so to speak/ whether we all
live or die.  Because the chains of life, are far more complex than men and women.

 Devastating OUR POLLINATORS, the creatures who ARE
RESPONSIBLE FOR; an entire base food source to this world.  Is far more
than insane.  The entire system of pollination, from all its creatures, to all its
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seeds, to all its life is being decimated: and we are about to live within and forever
changed as, "a true silent spring". Where fruits and vegetables no longer exist/
where much of life itself, such as most birds, are now extinct. The only thing left:
swarms of insects dedicated to the plants men do want.. Or poison everywhere.

7. Fail to feed fish populations that you have so badly decimated, clean the ocean
you have so badly polluted, end the practices of fishing that are completely
unsustainable:   and they cannot return!  Therefore you starve; and WAR.  We
are 7 billion people on this planet, one billion already hungry, and wanting more/
two million more added each week.  And we already stand as one human being on
each and every acre of “agricultural, or green earth”.  How can we survive without
the sea?  Answer the question/ and accept the only real solution is:  that all we
have left to feed that ocean is “dead human bodies/ shredded up, for digestion
purposes”.  Hate it or not/ this is our reality.  Fantasy won’t feed you, or your
children.

8. "It's a choice"/ or more clearly its your choice: to fight for this world or just
surrender as cowards! Think for yourself/ investigate your reality: LEAR N the
truth.   Or more correctly understand, the basis of most university education is,
“memorize what we tell you/ and don’t question anything we say”. 

 Take a look at your reward/ examine where you are/ and understand: you
are FAILED, and DYING/ literally threatened with ex termination from this
planet.  “Its your reward for obedience to fools.  NOT the education/ NOT the
university graduate as a general rule:   but the extreme arrogance, and outright
delusion or fantasy that is the disease of leadership by the majority at this time. 
They  FAILED,  as the evidence does prove/ no excuses, just greed, power, pride,
and want ruling instead of thought, common sense, or truth.  And today: they have
built for themselves more toys, bigger toys, and we find them attacking LIFE
itself.  Instead of just a disaster that brings war/ they bring death, through
terrorism instead.  WAKE UP OR DIE.

9. Evolution is their excuse, for mutilating everything:   failures say,  it will fix
anything they destroy/ so they don’t have to worry about mutilation: “fantasies
will fix it”.  Or, Something new will come out of your chaos, their intentional
destruction of life on earth, (we CAN MUTILATE LIFE, we can intentional work
to destroy the disciplines and balance of genetic structure (the essence and
reality of NATURE and LIFE) :  because evolution will fix it) "in a million years
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or so".
THE ONLY word big enough is satan! You want to wait a million years? 

Evolution after decades of trying;  have proven nothing but diversity through
adaption/ THE SIGN, of a perfect design;   NOT chaos coming to life/ but clear
and certain thought, disciplined within the realities of law that give
EVERYTHING,    life and time.   ALL OF IT, being thrown away, because the
disease of the mind; an arrogance so extreme all respect for life itself is gone;   
Exists in powerful places/ and hides in propaganda as a press;   that refuses truth. 
They want money and pride;   more than life.

10. Of the various things available for us to see the past/ one of the most clear is:
that to have created the vast amount of coal, oil, and gas underground/ some
buried thousands of feet down. There had to be a world wide flood/ nothing else
could bury this amount of debris (both plant and creature), all at one time, to be
crushed in the same places, so as to produce these quantities of fossil fuels. The
same religion that establishes this flood declares, "the next time" by fire. So enters
fusion!   Congratulations, wake up or “roast”.

11. THERE IS NO WORK/ NO LIFE, WITHOUT RESOURCES. How long
before you have nothing left? How long, before a critical part, a critical material or
element, disappears forever?  7 billion people wanting, taking, destroying;  every
single day!  Take a look at your garbage dumps, and understand this earth is finite;
and you CANNOT live without resources. 7 billion people times 3 feet apart,
“touching” is a line that wraps around this earth at the equator, over water and all
256 times.  7 billion people standing in a square 3 feet by 3 feet is an area 63
billion square feet of solid human beings= 2260 sq miles, of nothing but humanity. 
Still think we cannot run out of resources?

12. Global warming:   More simply is proven, when the ice melts.  When it is
gone/  you cannot "make cold" anymore. Great amounts of ice have melted
(therefore it has taken in heat)  to cool you today.  Not so in the future, when true
global warming will raise the temperatures here and remove your ability to remain
in large parts of the world.  Enough ice has melted,  some say  for a 20 inch rise in
sea level around this earth. Glacial melt IS, ALL THE PROOF REQUIRED: TO
PROVE GLOBAL WARMING IS REAL/ but the water also has weight!

 The next part:   means you have moved "this much weight" from its
location on one tectonic plate/ to another tectonic plate shifting the balance and
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disrupting the stability of these earth structures.   Add to that the extreme amounts
of water being taken from underground; earthquakes/ volcano’s/ tsunami’s/ the
release of pressures and poisons into aquifers/ and more, are all coming with much
greater consequences. Not benign anymore.

13. The current situation in USA with weather: is likely to remain abnormally hot
and dry: because ground temperature proves there is no great deviation from hot to
cold across the nation.  Cold gathers moisture/ heat sucks it away. That
temperature difference creates the weather and thereby rain. If the weather
changes/ the water runs out or is contaminated: the people must move. 

Then:  What happens when “we don’t have enough for you”?   WAR. 
Global warming is not about “greenhouse gases”/ its about the amount of fossil
fuels burned, the heat being released by humanity ADD IT UP, and recognize in
the summer, not only is the heat being created by burning fuels/ that energy
created is used to mechanically produce even more heat with air-conditioning;
multiplying the effect.  You are the cause.

14. We cannot be wrong about energy experiments. We cannot be wrong about
genetic crucifixion of life. We cannot be wrong about weapons of mass
destruction.  Just one shit-hole, around the world, can start what becomes our
extinction: and still you  praise and worship,  the sewer of university/ the cancer
about to devour “the soul of life” on this planet. 

 Ain’t that right/ “your saviors”: or should we just call this failure what it is. 
Fucked up, piss heads bowed down to a university religion, “they are like gods/
going to save you all”;  so like every cult worshiper, you just bow down and wait
for destruction.  What greater fools could have ever lived, an entire planet
threatened/ answer the question?  Or wake up, and  remove the threat with law.  

  We cannot be wrong about food or water or chains of life, or anything
else;  that will make us extinct.  We are 7 billion people, and growing at 2
million more every single week!  That is a fact:  if you fail  TO RECOGNIZE,
this is not the same world, as it was fifty years ago/ the planet dies, and you with
it. EVERY SINGLE ONE/ your children too. 

15. Because men want NO DIVERSITY/ they want only what they want, or
“money/ money/ money/ and don’t forget pride”. That ends the diversity of life; 
by processes, establishing unintended consequences, and describes environmental
changes, that cannot be undone. The critical claim,  The chains of life are real,
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break a chain and everything above it fails to survive.  Looking directly at us,
our humanity;  we are nothing without the nature that feeds us/ lets us breathe/
or in every way conceives, protects, and identifies what is alive.

16. We cannot ignore Yellowstone super volcano ( I grant one to the university for
noticing; and take it back for failing to do better).  If it erupts; life on earth will die
by the billions (just in the human population); a reality of consequences, that will
not be dismissed with delusions or fantasy. Thought must prevail. We can
intervene by drilling to relieve the gases that cause an explosion to occur.  Too
little/ too late, is like everything else, the end of very many possibilities.....

17. THE OCEAN FEEDS OVER ONE BILLION PEOPLE (you already have one
billion people hungry).  Your methods of fishing are:  Ending the food supply for
every other kind of fish dependent upon that food supply too: such as tuna and
others. Therefore nothing to eat for these. Killing entire " sea nations at a time";
and everything that depends upon them,  is devastation on a massive scale/ no
balance: it's a man's way.. Nothing but want, and greed. "Make me rich"!  Or more
correctly be a damn fool.

 It is the iceberg, that provides habitat and thereby incubation,  for one of
the most basic food group in the ocean, “plankton”.  It is the icebergs, that are
failing: therefore nothing to eat, for the entire sea, soon: one lives off the other. 
Kill the first line of food, and all the rest die.  Its called a chain of life! 

18.  The factory ships; Are invading even the last refuges for the very last
stocks of many types of fish because the ice is largely gone now in the Arctic .. 
You, can be absolutely sure, “university scientists” Are genetically mutilating
creatures of the sea as well/ just as they are mutilating everything else, every food
source for you, everything life needs or depends upon in their fantasies to play
god.  A complete we don't care/ we WON’T RESPECT attitude, a "we are gods"
arrogance. What is the result: IF NOT a DEAD OCEAN/ and a dead world? 
Mutilations, species boundaries crossed: are the basis of every pandemic
recorded.  These “university diploma’s” do it on purpose.  Catastrophe IS
coming.

19. While some of those mutilated crops are currently producing more: in
exchange you have opened the door to an epidemic, IN EVERY CROP YOU
REQUIRE TO SURVIVE. A catastrophe: that can kill the entire plant/ and
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dissolve its ability to survive;  NO going back.  You built it an enemy!   Leaving
life,  with no option but to abandon the entire species once this has taken over. 
WHAT are you going to eat/ if not yourselves?

20. You are killing all pollinators at once/ with poisons clearly introduced that
weaken their defenses and make them vulnerable to everything.  Just because you
don’t see an epidemic does not mean it ain’t happening.  Just because you use a
herbicide like roundup, does not mean it isn’t a catastrophe for insects and other
pollinators.  And that includes the effects under or in the soil as well.

21. You have built death and starvation. You have built "superbug's/ or extremely
powerful diseases, by eliminating the weaker ones.  Therefore you made every
infection and disease MUCH WORSE/ these, that can invade us as well".  For a
few pennies more.  Just like your leaders bled you dry of financial securities so
they could live “easy lives”/ by STEALING from the future. You will starve.
YOUR surgery and healthcare are very dependent upon antibiotics: and that
means, you die too.  Your healthcare is dependent upon money/ which means:  
THEY WILL discard every soul, that cannot be their slave.  War will come.  War
is eminent, even from healthcare/ because it is extortion and control by refusing to
educate the doctors required; holding drugs by the prejudice of money/ and
destroying the sanctity of the body by tempting the people to be addicts, “oh god/
let me worship you; SO YOU give me a damn pill”.  What happens when they just
don’t want any more slaves?  Your dead.  

22. With one billion people already hungry/ 2 million more added EACH, and
every week (billions under the age of ten); as the human population grow; they
need more. A population bomb, that is over 7 billion strong: even if you stop
having children this instant.  Where is your food or water or patience coming
from?   Your university idols saw this coming: and they ran away from reality, “to
get all they could get, and pretend”/ abandoning the future, for their greed,
because of their fear.
  So today, you face a future without thought or truth or reality by your leaders,
who just want, everything they can get for themselves.  HAPPY NOW?  Go ahead,
keep on believing; it is a choice/ ain’t that so.  Its just your life, and an entire
planet.

23. Because they don't want to pay the price for life: WHICH IS, from this point
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forward: ONLY LIFE FIRST (what is good for this planet itself, instead of
you) MUST LEAD. 

BY ITS OWN TRUTH / no more money first, no more want first, no more
pride or insanity first. ONLY LIFE FIRST, forever.  Or you die sooner than you
believe possible; so says the evidence.

24. With a world filled with nuclear bombs, only twenty five detonations of which
are said to be enough to end life on earth:

25. With many nations holding biological weapons, whose stated efficiency is
OVER 97% DEATH RATE in humans if released: WORLDWIDE.  Can’t go
back.

26.  With a university education,  PURPOSELY trying to cross humanity with any
other form of life, in a direct crucifixion of the genetic stability and balance;
deliberately trying to destroy nature itself.   So they can then pretend to be
gods. The media propagating "how great this will be"/ and the leaders shoveling
your soul, to build their toys.

27. How is an angry world, a world stolen from, and berated as less than "us/ the
extra special smart people" going to stop itself from war. Men choose war as
their answer!  How is not death, by every weapon of mass destruction NOT
coming soon.   AS THE TRUTH of failure consumes your world, your humanity;
because this enemy is real.  

Without a world court, governed by world law, with world policing that
looks only to incarcerate and control the leaders of this nation by that law.  To
bring them to court, and let the law decide for this world, and that nation.  You
don’t stand a chance of survival.  DO IT NOW, before it is literally too late.

28. 7 billion people growing at 2 million more each week! Standing on one acre of
"growing land" each.  Every incubator of life, other than human or what humans
want;  is under attack. Extinctions will soon multiply exceedingly.  Every plant
and every life form is being mutilated.  Every resource under critical attack.  The
environment degrading.  The ozone (earths storage unit for oxygen surplus
disintegrating).  The ocean currents that provide food across the ocean itself is
ending.  The seeds are being sterilized.  The pollinators are dying quickly; soon
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gone forever.   ETC/ ETC/ ETC and there ain’t no life beyond a certain point that
ain’t very far away.  Cannibalism is next, and war without end; because you
cannot put this back; or survive without it.   You are building your own coffin/
FOR NOTHING, but pride and want and arrogance; to your shame.   

29. Want a better world, create world law & dedicated world police. Who will not
attack nations, BUT WILL bring their leaders to justice by trial, or if necessary
other means of enforcement and denial of superiority, including death for leaders.
The law, Will enforce the requirements of a world that MUST BE SAVED from
disaster:   IF, you don’t look away.  And if you won’t fall back into absolute
failure as is today.  In looking at your university diplomas, the question comes up:  
WHY do you worship them?  The only answer possible is, you are sucked up into
the chaos that they have brought you.  I say chaos, because of its result: failure all
around, education and everywhere else apart from “toys”.  What they have brought
other than fantasies and weapons of mass destruction are simply toys: didn’t need
them/ they do little or nothing for life;   are mostly nothing more than an
amusement.  Although some things matter, the majority of university work has
failed us all.  They struggle to control.  They went to the moon, ONLY to cover
the expense and reality of building missiles to deliver large nuclear bombs, they
went to Vietnam ONLY to prepare for world war 3.  They hired Reagan whose
only “gift to you was to steal all the gold”/ where else do you believe he “got the
money”: and the propaganda teams from the news didn’t say a word.  Like SO
MANY other times they failed;   because you do have to choose, “power or life”. 
Few are rewarded when choosing life;  is that not so?  So you failed, and stand at
the door to “HELL”/ because you didn’t care enough; or were just sheep claiming
“we have no weapons” to stop them with!   But you were wrong:   that is literally
what REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES IS FOR!   To give we the people weapons of
our own, instead of being sheep: the legal right, to intervene.  So now with that
knowledge, YOUR EXCUSES DIE; and it is literally up to you/ to rebuild this
world.  Make your decision; EACH one.

30. The separation and protection of women from men;   in terms of “making a
nation different”.   IS A TRUE incentive to men, to make the other men change.
So that the women will then return.  The only change that exists for any human
society is LAW/ therefore when change is necessary IT IS THE LAW that will
change society.  NOT war.  Remember that, because there are no exceptions. 
Look clearly at WAR, and understand:  death and casualties and debt/   but
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nothing of value, from simple destruction.  A complete failure, caused by a tiny
few “extra special smart people”/ paid for, by everyone involved.  And we get
NOTHING of value, for all that sacrifice/ heartache/ and lives changed without
regard to the consequences.  FAILURE, not by the military/ but by fools in charge.

31. Want to use all the resources of earth today: HELL yes/ no worry, we will just
go get more! After all, how much stuff can 7,000,000,000 people take, every day/
every year for their entire lives:    Add it up/ and don’t listen to fools anymore. 
The answer is conserve or you will, assassinate your children.  Simple and plain!

32. Armageddon means: "Nature in chaos". Geneticists are actually working as
hard as they can, for the last fifty plus years/ DELIBERATELY trying to cause
genetic stability, disciplines, and balance to be destroyed. 

They believe once they see it fail/ then they will know what to do, to "be
gods themselves". I say: instead of gods/ they will be "satan"; they and you will
learn:   life is over except for the HORRORS/ TERRORS/ AND TRAGEDY of a
dead world, that cannot escape itself.  What do they do really?  Well lets see, they
plainly admit to trying to make one creature do something dedicated to another
creature, mixing anything and everything together “just for fun”.   So then what is
coming, “lets see”/ didn’t get goats to secrete spider webbing from their tits; “how
about women instead”/ you wouldn’t mind would you!  After all, these are the
people who tell you everything/ the propaganda machines that protect you every
time aren’t they.  OR its not like they would steal everything in the nation or
world, just for their own selfishness or pretend how great this fire will be even
though if they fail the entire world is dead or forget we need water/ food/ and
oxygen to breathe.  Oh wait, by the evidence that is exactly what they have
been doing: take a damn look around you, and WAKE UP OR DIE.   EVERY
body of life, thrown in the trash, because your extra special smart people;  
have gone beyond worthless, to incinerate themselves with pride.  

The machines are built, to exterminate you.  The reality is at hand, to mutilate
every life on the planet!  WAKE UP, or die!

   A moratorium (and everything else to stop it) is required at all levels:
including demanding the press SHALL NOT escape our reality of need.  Fail us
again, and should we not kill you outright?  This is a world in danger/ every life
on it: and you said to us all, “I will protect and defend”;   OR,  is that not your job?
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   We, the humanity of this world;   are going to intervene RIGHT NOW, or
we will be too late. Play time is over/ GROW UP OR DIE. It really doesn't
matter what you want/ that day is done.

THE DEMAND IS: this is our lives, our world, your children, our everything. 
THEREFORE WE DESERVE A CHANCE TO KNOW EVERYTHING about the
risk to our lives, future, and planet:   TO, MAKE OUR OWN DECISION!
BEFORE THESE EXPERIMENTS, these disasters, failures and this insanity
proceed.  To stop the insanity: that is about, to take over our lives and our choices
forever.

YOU, are Called upon by this lawsuit/ this site/ my work
to decide if there are true threats listed here: capable of ending life on earth.  You
are NOT called upon to decide, "if I am good, bad or indifferent/ I am not the
choice".   You are NOT called upon to decide if I am right or wrong regarding
these threats, as that is ridiculous/ I am not “savior or enemy”.  RATHER you are
called upon to INVESTIGATE THE REALITY/ EXAMINE THE EVIDENCE
TODAY/ and decide for yourselves if these people will be allowed to take every
life on this planet; and play games with them as if they were “gods”/ gambling we
won’t die, be horrifically mutilated, or simply dissolved by war because of them. 
It’s a question/ that demands an answer:   because our reality is FILLED, with
their threats.

 The choice presented to you here is very simple:   should ANY, of these
threats prove to be true, life on earth shall end without doubt, within a decade or
two at the most for some of the least/ in far less than five years, for some/ perhaps
only weeks, or days left for the most severe threats. Forever. 

  Therefore it is absolutely important, that you be truly informed, & make
the correct choice:   BY ESTABLISHING WHAT IS OR IS NOT TRUE!  In a
court of law;  because even if you don't believe this is possible.  You are not asked
to believe me:  YOU are asked to decide if the risk, is worth the price:   
Because, TO BE WRONG/ means the planet is  dead!

The method of investigation, the examination for truth/ and nothing but truth.  The
deliberate decision as a democracy: as IS THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW,
CALLED REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES.  Gives us all the right and the law to
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decide!   Or more simply, "we the people" own this nation/ and WE SHALL
DECIDE, for ourselves/ what you, all those who risk our lives by being involved; 
are allowed to gamble.

 That FACT is clear throughout the lawsuits I have presented/ and they
have nothing to do with “frivolous or gibberish”.    Your commissioner IRS, 
Pleading insanity  (caught in a trap) is not a defense.  This is not a trap/ redress
is the law: DENIED TO ME/ therefore I demand court, to resolve the dispute,
“the people are OWED a right/ to their own decision in these matters”: or a legal
tax revolt.  

Failure to provide the law, as is redress:  is a felony assault on the
constitution itself:   the sign of a traitor in our midst.  Your option in defense is
to prove that redress of grievances is merely a hoax/ a mock description of
democracy to pacify, abuse, and destroy democracy itself.  We the people, merely
a ridicule and a lie:   “Go ahead, and try” if you dare.

 The law of redress:   is DEMOCRACY ENFORCED upon the employees
of government; by and for the WE THE PEOPLE!   The demand for
accountability, the right to judge our employees ourselves, for what they did or did
not do:   IS THE ESSENCE OF OWNERSHIP.    We the people own this nation;   
Prove me wrong.  BECAUSE IF WE ARE OWNERS, we have an absolute right to
legally demand accountability, and to make changes as we see fit.  Thereby
proving redress, establishing the contractual realities which govern the authority
of we the people over our employees in government.  Every single one!  We the
people are sovereign;  no employee can make that claim: only the people
themselves, under the constitution as is our agreement to be the nation we claim
and set out to be, under constitutional law; and the assignments as are valid
interpretations of our intent, as is the bill of rights and the declaration of
independence.

  ANYONE, who suggests otherwise, proves a traitor; and demands anarchy
instead.

The constitution is not a game/ it does not have rules, that give a ruler the
option to control it.  THE CONSTITUTION is an agreement between “WE
THE PEOPLE” ; that exercises the authority to demand: a contractual guarantee
exists, between every employee of government, and every citizen.  Which are
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called “constitutional guarantees/ and inherent rights of the people themselves”. 
Every judicial representative knows this is true, by the oath of office they are
required to take/ insuring to this people, and swearing of themselves: that failure
to abide within the constitutional framework and mandates that the preamble to
this constitution lay out for their work, and their purpose as an employee of OUR
GOVERNMENT/ not your government.  OUR GOVERNMENT, this government
called a democracy set into place by WE THE PEOPLE, for ourselves.  

We are the sovereign authority over our lives/ that is what democracy
means.   We are, the people who own this nation, and control its destiny.  You the
judiciary and its representatives, which does include the IRS:   are merely
employees without any authority beyond what we the people give to you.  You are
not allowed to assume or direct or collect ANYTHING outside the clear and
certain definitions: that are legally allowed within the constitution itself.   I AM
LEGALLY ALLOWED, to DEMAND THE greater issues of “life/ death/
democracy/ freedom/ liberty/ happiness/ a future and life for this planet” govern
the reality of what it means to say: this CONSTITUTION SHALL BE OBEYED,
FIRST!   By the judiciary and every member it employs, which includes all
branches of government.  Only then, are you allowed to collect taxes pursuant to
those needs and that work. I AM HERE DEMANDING THAT A CLEAR AND
CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF FIRST AMENDMENT LAW HAS BEEN
DENIED TO ME:   as is redress of grievances.   My guarantee denied
ILLEGALLY/ the people refused their law,  as is treason.

 The demand, that our employees shall at all times and in all ways be
accountable to WE THE PEOPLE, is democracy itself.  I as a citizen guaranteed
this redress/ this opportunity to participate in ownership of this nation:   have built
case after case or irrefutable evidence in both state and federal and supreme courts,
demanding that you shall provide FIRST AMENDMENT GUARANTEES TO ME
(to us all)/ shall provide DUE PROCESS of LAW;   as is the fourteenth
amendment.  By applying law, and the signature of a judge to any lawsuit I bring:  
because the opinion of a judge or prosecutor is NOT enough.  Ridicule is not due
process/ it is denial and rebellion against the law itself; proving a corrupt court/
and after case after case; a clear conspiracy to deny; which is rebellion, the act of a
traitor/ an organization trying to destroy democracy itself, and thereby RULE us
all. PROVIDING AND PROVING BY LAW that redress is or is not owed to me,
is democracy.  The ridicule of rules/ forms/ and lies (I don’t understand, what
children plainly would) is not acceptable; it is the intent called oppression.

 That this law called redress: is LAW AS  VERIFIED, and PROVEN:  BY
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THE CONSTITUTION ITSELF!  Needs no further proof, than the fact it exists in
the first amendment. 

Or, in support of democracy as is the two documents that supplement that
constitution:   the bill of rights/ and the declaration of independence.  Redress
establishes section 2 of the bill of rights/ proving the interpretation we are owners. 
While section three establishes: the law IS FOR OUR PROTECTION not yours.   
While section 4, limits and refines the contractual agreement that is constitutional
law, by declaring YOU are employees:   hired to do our work/ NOT to make rules,
control, or oppress.  Rather your job/ your description of the work we hire you to
do:  is as provided already within the mandate that is US Constitutional
declaration;  the intent called WE THE PEOPLE: “the preamble”,   by defining our
lives as it is expected to be, for this nation.  The declaration of independence
realigns the foundation of our democracy:   AS THE RIGHT, to demand WE THE
PEOPLE, are not only rulers here;  over ourselves and our government/ but we
shall determine the future, the securities, the rights, and the reality of our
government: for ourselves.  NOT simply being dominated by representatives who
make rules to control us/ but by the essence of democracy itself.  WE WILL
MAKE THE LAWS, that govern our lives; and demand contractual obedience to
those laws, to that constitution we have created for ourselves.  As we choose to do,
with OUR LAW/ OUR RIGHT/ OUR DEMOCRACY/ OUR SOVEREIGNTY/
OUR CONSTITUTION:   AND OUR WILL to demand “whenever any form of
government becomes destructive to these ends, we the people shall abolish it/ and
institute a new government in its stead.”  That day is here, wherein the absolute
failure of everything called leadership,  exists to prove those who have led, were
INSANE.  Those who allowed us to be SURROUNDED by experiments that
threaten our very existence as life on this planet; as body and soul are nothing
more than the disgrace of human existence itself.  This leadership, these decades
of university control HAVE BANKRUPTED US ALL.  Have led us to the edge of
extinction.  Have corrupted our judiciary, our laws, and our government.  Have led
us into wars without honor for this nation.  Have defiled everything of value. Have
failed in every conceivable way.  YOU HAVE threatened my life/ and every life
on this planet:   SO SAYS THE EVIDENCE.  

Therefore my duty to demand REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES as is the law
of this nation IS IMMENSE/ the reality of need extreme: established by all who
refused to give the people their law/ their right to be informed, and take action for
themselves.   That failure, suggests and declares;   those who caused it,  are a
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disease to this nation, and a death to this world.  There are NO second chances/
and There are NO issues of taxation, that overcome democracy or these threats. 

 BUT THERE IS, a distinct purpose in EVERY DEMAND FOR TRUTH/
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH.   A true resolution here for ABSOLUTE
RESPECT demanding DEMOCRACY ITSELF, as is established by WE THE
PEOPLE shall decide for ourselves what is or is not true.

  Regarding all the things, our employees have done, failed to do/ or allowed
to THREATENED US and this world,  WITH.

To gamble with our lives/ our planet/ our nature/ these children/ our
future;   OUR EVERYTHING is nothing less than terrorism uncovered and
revealed.  Therefore redress tells the employee:   stand aside, let the courtroom
arise,  and let the evidence prove what is true.   Who is correct is irrelevant/ what
matters is: WHAT HAPPENS if “theories” are wrong/ or predictable realities that
will destroy us, are allowed to continue?

  Let the evidence prove:   we will, or we will not survive, these parasites
that have invaded our nation, threatened our lives, failed our future, or attempt to
rule our lives, and seek to destroy our world.  Let trial decide: what happens, if the
wrong choice is made/ when the experiments can prove, the end of this world is
real.

Let the evidence prove/ let the nation understand:   there are NO SECOND
chances for any of these threats.  Failure is death for this world.  That
fundamentally means:    “These exterminators” seek our lives.  Let the people
judge for themselves, by the examination of true evidence and real investigation:   
“lies and thieves”/ or reality they can accept.

The functional demand for proof of REDRESS/  begins with the US
supreme court cases set out as evidence in this case:   docketed cases 08-1339 and
11-100 (does not the supreme court have these files).   Petitioner Exhibits #1 and
#2 are the lawyers for the US in opposition to these trials.

 The  extra ordinary writ 2023 filed in the US supreme court further
identifies the true reality of cases filed by me, already identified by evidence in 
trial:   of corruption in the judiciary itself/ the conspiracy to deny REDRESS OF
GRIEVANCES is real.  Exhibit #3 the federal reserve flow of funds table L.5
proves bankruptcy without doubt. 

 The MOTION:   to include the tax year 2011/ establishes a determined
intent to cheat, harass, and steal from the people (they received a depreciation
schedule and explanation with it including the law applied).  Which they
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discarded.  The failed tax forms (intentionally designed to cheat, and hide thieves
with governmental bureaucracy)/ are no excuse.  There is an absolute reality,
“these could easily do better”/ therefore an  IRS that is determined to harass and
harm instead of work for life.

The respondent for the IRS,  proves nothing more than failure and disgrace:
instead of working within constitutional guidelines and the GUARANTEED
RIGHTS OF EVERY CITIZEN as is redress of grievances:   “His words are
gibberish and frivolous”/ just like previous court and lawyers for the defense. 
NOT a single word, that can be interpreted as law used to clarify or identify
redress of grievances as is absolutely and clearly demanded: the purpose of this
trial/ this denial of taxation, until the law is obeyed.

 That failure of the respondent,  comes with an identity used to attack this
democracy:   the intent called anarchy, as is used to instill fear, by force;  with the
threat of extreme fines; and the determination to avoid the law, with ridicule and
disrespect for this entire people, and me. 

 That conceives of oppression, as the law itself, nor this democracy, or its
people/ their lives or their future:   mean nothing to this respondent.  What is less
groundless, in a court of law;  than that?  The answer is nothing.

The respondents gibberish, claiming to know “purpose of delay” is a lie/ he
does not know, he assumes the money is more important to me than life.  He is
wrong!  If he did know, the purpose is a delay/ then he could use the words
themselves written by me to prove what he uses as an excuse for his own
incompetence and failures.  He did not/ it is merely ridicule to avoid reality, and
excuse himself from court/ to extort the money rather than obey the law.  That is
contempt of this court, and this case, this democracy;  and of me.  WHERE IS HIS
FINE?
In response to his motion:

Respondent #1:   I have never refused to pay the tax/ ONLY THIS
INSISTENCE TO DEMAND REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES shall come first/ AS
IS THE LAW.  MY guaranteed right under the constitution of this USA.

My refusal is to let employees steal my right/ deny my duty/ or destroy my
due process:   It is treason to deny the law, by the judiciary or its “lawyers”. 
Because redress is the proof of ownership called democracy itself:   or WE THE
PEOPLE are the authority here/ NOT our employees, whom we shall hold
accountable.   Prove the law is wrong/ the constitution is in error!  Or give me my
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right called redress/ establish the trial called conspiracy against this democracy
called the USA, BY ITS JUDICIAL system.

Respondent #2: gibberish is not a legal term/ it is the sound of an infant
claiming “pay attention to me”: and it has nothing to do with law.  Show me the
law, that defies and destroys my legal  position   which is:   THE FIRST
AMENDMENT OF THE US constitution shall be obeyed!  Or you don’t deserve
to be paid.  “The respondents” proper form,  asserts:   “The rule” shall overtake
and control the constitution itself.  That is a lie.  That is a traitor talking, a
rebellion underway, and a treason that will no longer stand.

Respondent #3: the element of JUSTICE, the reality of control over the
courtroom is NOT a discretion of ANY JUDGE.  RATHER, it is the foundation
that is constitutional mandate, guarantee, restriction of employees, and law which
is our agreement in total as owners of this nation, called WE THE PEOPLE.  IT
AIN’T you the damn employee in charge/ THE LAW WE CREATE FOR
OURSELVES determines the reality of our democracy: that law is the
constitutional contract between ourselves, the contract you in particular as
representatives of the judiciary swore to uphold and obey,  as superior to all other
considerations.   MY CLAIM IS:   our employees, including the judiciary SHALL
OBEY THE LAW.  That law is redress of grievances, a constitutional guaranteed
right.  Therefore either prove that first amendment redress of grievances is not the
law/ OR ENFORCE IT, by informing the people/ bringing those employees to trial
as is determined necessary:  and establishing a true and deliberate
accountability;   governed and judged in trial,  by we the people ourselves. 
That is democracy in action/ the essence of our constitutional documents
themselves:  and these were written and held to be “in perpetuity”.  The
respondents claim is mute, it has no basis in fact/ it is frivolous, and assumes
contempt.  Where is his fine?

Respondent #4: before we get to the realities of tax/ WE MUST
ASSEMBLE THE LAW.  That law is:   redress of grievances, the
contractually, “guaranteed inherent right” to me/ us,  as citizens of this USA/
that cannot be legally denied.  I have clearly and concisely PROVEN BEYOND
THE SLIGHTEST DOUBT/ with irrefutable evidence: that I am/ have been; 
denied my constitutional rights.  This law called redress! That means,  we the
people are refused:   are democratic authority over government.  That is
identifiable, as a conspiracy within the judiciary to keep this first amendment law
from this people: and that is traitorous.  It defines treason, and establishes anarchy
as those who rebel against this law;   do so to take away our democratic rights and
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authority.  The only cause:  thereby to destroy one of the foundations of this
nation/ and remove our power as we the people in control over our government
and its employees. 

  UNTIL YOU “establish and define the truth: redress is, or is not the law”
regarding this cause, this conclusion of fact; as is applied under 22 P. 2d 819,
822.  This deception by the courts, that cannot be hidden anymore.  You have no
right to talk or inject ANY assertion of tax collection.  I demand the law shall be
obeyed by the judiciary/ OR YOU shall explain why this law is refused to me: 
with clear and concise definitions that WILL be viewed by all the people.  That is
your choice.    The respondents claim is mute, it has no basis of authority over
constitutional law/ it is frivolous, and assumes contempt.  Where is his fine? 

Respondent #5: the elemental substance of justice and law/ ARE NOT held
within a demand for tax collection.  His claim is for money/ mine is for
democracy, the protection of life and a future for this nation, the law must be
obeyed by our employees, and accountability as is the right of an owner who has
true cause to believe “our employees have not only lied/ cheated/ abused/ and
stolen from us as a nation or state” but threaten our very existence as a world.  The
respondent for the IRS uses  frivolous excuses, to pretend where constitutional law
has been established and defined: “money matters more”/ it does not.  As is the
proven truth, by irrefutable evidence: beginning with  US SUPREME court cases
08-1339 & 11-100.  I am denied my constitutional guaranteed right/ therefore
I refuse to be oppressed; and instead demand the law shall be upheld first/
then I will pay according to what I owe, or receive according to what is fair and
deliberate in DOING MY DUTY to demand democracy shall come first.  
Your job/ YOUR FAILURE/  and the disease

 PROVE, that my actions are less than in defense of this nation itself/ or
accept the fact, that it is my DUTY, to enforce democracy.  THEREBY doing
your job; while YOU interfere with my life, my time lost to this battle, this need to
demand YOU are not allowed to gamble with all life on earth!  Changing my
destiny/ altering my relationship with family, work, business, future, and
inheritance all because you chose to deny reality and live in a fantasy of your own
delusions/ theft/ lies/ cheating/ disgrace/ insanity/ and absolute disrespect for life
and nation.  Shame on you.  The price is inestimable. 

Respondent #6: I was ready from the beginning, it is you that refused to take
me to court/ thereby causing further damage to this nation itself, because you
refused to do so.  Delaying the people’s right to protect themselves/ making them
completely vulnerable to extinction itself.  That is your decision, and I had no say. 
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Therefore it is your penalty, and it is your failure/ NOT mine.  You have no means
to prove this is simply a delaying tactic/ I have considerable work and courtroom
cases to prove you wrong: therefore #6 is harassment, not only of me, but this
nation/ and worthy of a one hundred thousand dollar fine.  Your assertion is by its
content an intentional lie “petitioner is no stranger to the courts”; therefore you
know/ because it is everywhere in these cases: that my cause is redress/ and my
complaint is a listing of threats that are no less than catastrophic to our world, and
our lives/ as well as this nation.   Consequently the intended purpose of this
respondent;  is to subvert justice, deny constitutional law, and deliver a worthless
excuse as the means to frame:    not only “the libel of me”/ but  use the disease
of prejudice, to present the extortion of me.  With actions that do not conceive
of anything but an injury to me, my life, and my duty to this nation and to myself:
it is complete disrespect.

  This demand:   “NOBODY gets to gamble with this life/ this earth/ our
future/ OR steal our money, destroy our securities, etc/ etc/ etc without a
fight.   Is real! The petitioners exhibits #1, 2  from the lawyers representing USA
with regards to the US supreme court cases 08-1339 & 11-100 are used: to prove
“not frivolous”, they had no answer in law! No judge established denial/
THEY HID, under the cover of a secretary.  That is not “LAWFUL”, as only a
judge can deny  a case of law, and no judge can deny a constitutional claim for
rights under the first amendment/ and it MUST be accompanied by his or her
signature.    CORRUPTION EXUDES.

The reality of being barred from the court, is merely more evidence of a
conspiracy to hide, destroy, and abuse this people with the refusal of first
amendment law.  As   every case fought in this “line of evidence” will prove, I
WAS NEVER DEFEATED by law.  Merely ridicule, excuses,  and irrelevant rules
without substance or merit.  That is a conclusion of fact established by each case. 
The court merely got tired of losing/ so it acted illegally to hide its failures.

Prove me wrong.
Respondents #7:   I want evidence/ the phone as has been proven in the

past; provides none.

In conclusion
This trash from the respondent, has no bearing in this case/ and must be

thrown out/ fines established, and the law called redress of grievances:    OUR
DEMOCRATIC RIGHT TO GOVERN OURSELVES, must be enfor ced.
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As to the order established in exhibit A.  READ the complaint.  WHERE IS
THE LAW?  None presented here/ by the lawyer for the court.

The examination of that record reveals as well: 
The assertion is: “we cannot understand”/ the reality of my position, is

firmly established as fact: you did understand.  By the failure of government
employee, both state and nation, in every aspect of life, governing, justice, the
future, or the reality of threats that can make us all EXTINCT.  A matter of public
record.

This leadership has stripped us of our securities/ this leadership has allowed
as an example of extreme waste:   the university of IL state football stadium “ sky-
box” at a cost of 121 million dollars:   to be paid by taxpayers/ so their damn
shithead fools can sit above the rest for 6 lousy afternoons a year, and pretend to
be “gods”.  These bastard’s promised themselves and their cohorts in government
employ that we would be their slaves; giving themselves elaborate pensions, and
other benefits which we don’t have.  They give failed football coaches millions, to
quit/ instead of throwing them out; as they do us.  Keeping for themselves huge
salaries in every context, including:   making the university, the only “can’t
declare bankruptcy” debt there is: which means they control legislatures and have
infected our politics with their greed.   And that is just a tiny sampling of failure.
These fools spend six or seven times what they take in as income from this state. 
THEY ARE WORTHY of indignation: they are thieves/ LIARS/ cheats/ and
whore’s (only the money they collect for themselves, matters).  How is that “not
helpful” to the court/ OR more critically, how is that overlooked, by those who job
it is to insure the public is treated with honesty and respect as the IL constitution
prescribes? It is in direct defiance of section one, the IL constitution:   it is
absolutely NOT RESPECTFUL OR ALLOWED by the preamble establishing
what our employees ought to be doing. It is an absolute disease in relation to  
section 6:   they have destroyed our securities as a state and nation.  They seized
our assets, and redistributed them by pensions and claims:   to themselves/ in
effect stealing our lives and our future so we could be their slaves. Their policing/
their leadership has refused to protect any life as is consistent with champaign
county; Osterbur vs state of IL case 10 MR 766 / defying the mandate to protect
and defend our lives; choosing instead to protect their arrogance/ their gambling/
their pride/ and our slavery in direct defiance of amendment 13 US constitution. 
BY creating a debt which cannot be paid/ a pension system that is not held to
any accountability with reality:   THEY DO, make or intend that we this people
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in this state of IL, shall be, or must be, “their slaves”.  Simple and plain;  
numbers without substance, merit, or meaning:   are COUNTERFEIT.  They
stole our wealth, but now they gave away their own with numbers that have no
value. Which means there are thieves hiding everywhere in government/ liars in
every university; and failures throughout,  the state called ILLINOIS/   this nation
called America, as well.

This judge in exhibit A: states that I expect the court to obey the law, he
obviously finds that humorous/ as there is nothing in his order that respects either
the constitution, the law as is redress of grievances or     Guaranteed rights as do
belong to each and every citizen.  These are blindly “thrown in the sewer”.  How is
that RESPECTING their oath of office/ respecting this democracy, or this people. 
Read the transcript/ and understand a conspiracy to deny constitutional law, as is
first amendment redress of grievances: is distinctly,   TREASON.

Page 2, top paragraph:   the judge does get it right:   to enforce democracy
and demand that we own this nation, and we will not be discarded in the trash to
merely be slaves to those who call themselves the “ruling class”: I do demand
redress, (the respondent in this trial, “knows/ thereby lies”) to access the
reality, and identify the truth of our situation as a state.  To enforce our authority
as a democracy: the reality of a tax revolt is absolutely necessary.  BECAUSE IT
IS THE JUDICIARY AND GOVERNMENTAL EMPLOYEES, who refuse the
courtroom to any and all citizens;  other than the  cause, we want your money/
your slavery; if it ain’t owed.  Demanding to be owners of our constitution because
they write the rules:  That is not democracy/ it is rebellion against we the people.

  Democracy is, WE THE PEOPLE, make and enforce our own rules, our
own constitutional law, on those who attempt to rule us/ on those who are nothing
more than our employees.  The judge DOES understand:   if you don’t do the
work, as is redress, the law of this democracy denied to me/ then  you don’t
deserve to be paid with any tax.  Is that not a criminal intent:   TO STEAL my
guaranteed rights, and therefrom abuse, use, and ridicule me in a courtroom of
law/ and make me pay for that.  To destroy the law, is anarchy.  To destroy
democracy is treason.  To claim a right or a possession or an authority;  that you
do not own is the sign of a traitor/ a criminal organization designed and conspiring
to steal, extort, control, deny, and destroy the foundation of this democracy itself.

Paragraph 2 page 2 the judge understands:   this is a demand for redress,
the DUTY WE OWE OURSELVES as a democracy.  The right to ask of a jury: 
 will you agree to the legal demand, we must hold these employees accountable for
what they have done.  Will you agree to a search for the truth, so that all assertions
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of “just don’t know for certain” can be dismissed.  And we will then as a people by
redress determine for ourselves what is justified and fair.  Read the case, and
understand that the courtroom contained a group of journalists from the U of I
school of journalism and its dean: so described by themselves.  Therefore a short
introduction, as is consistent with every trial;  was merited, and useful to “the
guests”/ in this a refusal by the court;   to address constitutional law.  I was
given no opportunity to argue, or present a position as is due process:    I was
allowed ONLY the respect required for “the free press” to understand;   the case in
its slightest degree of value to themselves.  Less than five minutes.  The judge then
removed due process and constitutional law from the court, even though it was
valid testimony.   And the press “so to speak” had a right to hear, to learn, and to
examine reality; even though they proved to be worthless/ as always.  I have been
proven absolutely correct, by even the slightest degree of evidence expanded by
the media, that this state is in trouble, and was in trouble, and was denied the right
belonging to this people:   of democracy.  To accept the duty we owe ourselves/ to
protect and defend our lives, by redress.  The judge/ the prosecutor/ the media;   all
refused/ saying in effect:  “we will decide for the people”/ they have no rights
here!   That is not democracy/ that is tyranny.

Instead of proving the judge was correct/ this respondent proves that the
state had a chance to let this people decide for themselves as is democracy/ AND
FAILED.

This state proves instead by all available evidence, that it failed section 15
of the IL constitution: taking our property, without our consent, and without a
jury. They created debts we simply cannot pay:   THERE IS NO
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT OR ALLOWANCE OR AUTHORITY, for our
representatives to do so.  They disobeyed our constitutional law.  Where is their
penalty? 

 Denying section 23 completely to assuage and cover up, their greed, failure,
and deceit.  Using the court as a weapon / the judge as a tool: in a deliberate
conspiracy to refuse accountability, so they could damage and destroy us further. 
Establishing even greater greed, and damage to our lives.

The conclusion by this judge is: DEMOCRACY is for rulers, not the people
themselves.  

Because the foundation demand of this or these cases is simply:    GIVE
ME THE LAW, THAT IS REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES, so the people can
fight for themselves in court/ instead of with guns.   As is so common throughout
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the history of this world.  Is not the court, what we owe ourselves in democracy. 
Is not the court, OUR OWN POSSESSION, as we the people of this land, this
state and nation: claiming to be a democracy?  IF THAT, is a “bully pulpit, or 
soapbox, or way to delay tax collection”: THEN WHAT IS DEMOCRACY
ITSELF?

 I ask for redress which is not, “the right to rule over our employees”/  
BUT RATHER, the right to legally establish a jury, that will then decide if WE
THE PEOPLE must hold our employees accountable for their actions: as the law
itself provides.  If we must protect ourselves from the extreme threats they have
built against us;   TO EXTERMINATE US, and our world, our future, our
everything.

  You will note:   NOT A WORD of substance, with regard to the
constitutional law/ the first amendment/ or legal rights: exists in this order!  
ONLY RIDICULE OF ME, a focus on me that has nothing to do with the law I do
demand.  That is an illegal action by the court.  That is subterfuge AND the
deliberate intent to quash and destroy the guaranteed right: that is first
amendment constitutional law.  By focusing on me, instead of OUR
CONSTITUTION, ITS AUTHORITY, OR OUR DEMOCRACY.  That is
prejudice against me; their judgment:    that I am not fit to ask for a guarantee,
given or guaranteed to every single citizen in this state or nation:   by
constitutional law.  232 P. 2d 949, 958

They fail/ time’s up: obey the law/ and do what democracy, this people, and
our lives NEED.

Finishing the basic framework, in opposition to CERN.

        Their reality at CERN:  is an environment of extreme atomic de-stabilization/
coupled to an electron mass so extensive: that it can allow a completely different
state of energy suspended outside of time.  That electrons WILL retain its
connection here; a system of gravity.  Or more simply: even just one impact that
escapes the consequences of time in this experiment, can multiply and influence
changes in every other proton that is going through that energy, causing it to grow
in velocity by the push of these explosions 

The stage is set with a cloud of electrons set apart from the nucleus of atomic
structure, as is a primary purpose of this machine.  Trillions of volts, separating
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the atomic environment, to that protons impacting each other; can achieve a
different dimensional state other than time itself.   Considerable energy is lost, to
the surrounding environment; but what remains is "determined" by the relationship
similar to cars on a race track.  When there is a wreck/ even though chaos reigns:
some cars (protons) will go directly through: add in major explosions right behind
these protons already going at the speed of light/ and the bump or push, can
accelerate this reality of mass beyond the limits called time; where action and
reaction, as we know them;  no longer rule.  Three things happen when "a train
wreck of protons" above the energy levels called time are caused to exist.  1.  The
orbital reality of electrons is moved to chaos, but still connected by its relationship
to a greater mass.  2. The critical structure of a proton/ neutron relationship is
changed to become aggravated: relieved of disciplines called time.   3.  A
separated environment establishes its own rules and laws.  Or more simply, you
can achieve a different dimension/ where the laws of this universe no longer apply.

While this may “sound like fun”/ I return you to the simple purpose of this
experiment:   TO RECREATE the conditions that led to the most destructive
event IN THE ENTIRE HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSE ITSELF.     Should I
need to tell you “no second chances”/ I do not, if you aren’t insane.  So then what
is it: insane or real?  Answer the question.

You cannot conceive of more consequential developments, unless you
understand the atomic environment as a whole in time as it is.  That relationship is
constructed by three separate things as well.  1.  In the exploding mass that
established a "big bang"/ there is an outer jacket of material, and an inner core of
materials: each of which will experience a different level of energy.  Because even
instantaneous means, the release of structure still requires a breakdown, by force, 
more severe internally than externally.  2. A black hole is created by energy being
turned into itself/ requiring the only possible exit, of a force too extreme to be
denied is:   that it must turn on itself, and change its own description, becoming
the opposite of what it was/ spewing that energy in “something similar to a laser
light”.  As a formation, that is called a black hole;   these are commonly created
through a supernova effect.  In this particular case; where all the mass of an entire
universe is held together as one entity; KNOWN by the reality of expansion; the
effect of an explosion beyond comprehension.  The reality of instantaneous
presents us with the question:   if there was not time to form the structure of a
black hole; or, there were many black holes that created spin in each other to the
point of disintegration/ then what happened to the energy and mass, forced to turn
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upon itself in the extreme chaos that was internal to this reality?  The answer is:
what is called mass/ anti-mass & energy/ anti-energy left the area together;   mass
and energy in front.  BUT, what is a greater "anti-force and level of attraction (I
will speed up)" coming quickly from behind.  3.  The effects of an explosion are:
that what is external (the outer skin), receives the least foundation effects; in this
case becoming the electrons (pieces so broken up/ they lose their identity (not
mass); but retain an existence (force released, a hole without substance); later
becoming a universal dust or haze/ but deprived of an orbit); divided into tiny
particles that were pushed by explosive forces to extreme levels of energy. 
Second is the middle effect, wherein larger pieces of composite materials shaped
and filled by the forces exhibited are released, and then bound together/ including
a wide variety of very small pieces or the existence of force defined, as in
electrons are formed here as well.  Third are the internal components which have
been altered to cause, or become the explosion itself.  Thereby the most vulnerable
and most subjected, to extreme conditions: "can't get out, immediately; must
endure".

We then take these conditions and examine nuclear compositions today: to
understand, in order for an environment to be nuclear, and contain the levels of
energy sustained/ there MUST be a force equal to/ OPPOSITE OF, and greater
than;  the energy being contained.  It is called gravity.  That force, can only be
what is called "anti-matter/ energy".  What is otherwise called a neutron (forces
and mass which mimic or express what are in effect, "like, tiny black holes/
improperly formed"), which does create the opposing force to contain an electron/
proton.  The proton being the force which becomes responsible for environment,
the building of mass.  The neutron representing balance applied, by causing
available mass to enter within the environment itself, until saturated.  The effects
described as "positive or negative".

The levels of heat and cold do matter.  What is cold, will attach to what is cold, in
a hot soup: if it happens quickly. You can actually see this effect, by simply frying
"frozen tator tots" in hot oil.  Therefore, the middle composition mass, of the
explosion: having the least physical effects; because of distance; are found to be of
varying shapes and sizes.  The question is: what is cold, or heat/ the true physical
forms of energy in time and space (atomic dimensions work on a different plane)? 
The physical existence of an action will result in an opposite but equal reaction is
limited to heat or cold.  The critical question: what is temperature?  The
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illuminated answer is, an action or reaction that is measured in time, by the forces
applied to it.  That force being, what is or is not done to the atomic environment/
when confronted with opposing dimensions that must shift, to become integrated,
or at odds with the balance of the whole.  More simply, the chemistry of time is,
the balance or failure to balance of the whole atomic environment. Cold is then,
balanced and in a state of sustained cooperation/ while heat is unbalanced, the
direct denial of "cooperation", within the components (no rhythms match/
collisions result) of a separated atomic environment.  These rhythms of an orbiting
field of energy and mass binding together, or separating either quickly or over
time, construct the basis of time itself.  A distinct definition or measurement,  that
can be determined by the structure of what is involved.

The elemental dimensions of atomic structure itself are: that forces balanced by
what is real in this dimension as mass and energy applied by force/ BUT
CONTAINED as a relationship in time, by what is not conceived of as real, in this
alternate dimension as is anti-matter and anti-energy.  "The space in-between
matter & energy and its  anti-/ opposite effect":   Becomes a three-dimensional
state. Becoming Polar opposites,  with their result, which is the space called time.

These elements which include and become the primary foundation are:   the
experience translated between what is real, and what is not real; assembled then
as, {visited by the expression called  thought}.  Thought is, "a living experience".

As extreme energy is then, the critical existence of all those nuclei that have been
elementally separated (forced to extreme distances) from their electrons by the
reality of force being used, called electricity; the proton becomes an atomic anchor
shaken.  Better understood as: the relationship between the atomic elements:
proton/ neutron/ and electron are governed by rotation. Once that rotation becomes
disconnected from the reality of its own rhythms, which did make it an
independent atomic environment.  The energies associated with that environment
are changed as well. The result is, "a proton/ neutron mass" that does not remain
stable: "it shakes: due to electron effects in a less symmetrical or organized orbit". 
The result of that is a mass that works like a chainsaw or sledge hammer/ on
common balanced atomic structure surrounding it.

How a wormhole is made
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Humans have now made "extreme energy/ as the basis of a kinetic existence
(outside the speed limits of light), within an environment that does not allow that
action (therefrom beyond time); as a consequence nothing exists (no reaction) to
stop it from sustaining itself. Much like an electron sustains itself in a nuclear
environment; the rules are much the same. BUT the potential effects are distinctly
different due to the size of particles being allowed/ and the range of motion,
separated from its disciplines by nuclear law; this "super weapon" is now free. The
question is: what can the proton or "energy deposit" of a nuclear environment do
here? More importantly: can the proton now accelerated beyond the limits of
anything being able to react to its existence, continue on without interference from
anything/ will it not heat up? Can it explode, without the element of heat being
used? Is it freed forever, and what are the limits if any? Critical to the elemental
study of what is possible, is the transfer of heat, from proton to the environment of
cold; without an electron shield for balance/ the question becomes, "exactly what
does the excited electrons already in this cold do, with an alternate nucleus that
now mimics an electron freed; but is not"? There are only two feasible choices:
either they tag along for the ride/ or they interfere with the passage of this proton,
thereby heating it up. If then it is true, that the proton has nothing that can react to
its presence/ in the absence of heat; it would also be true that the electrons in orbit
around other atomic nuclei; cannot react to its presence either. BUT if it is true,
that this proton represents a stronger draw to the electron than does it "parent
nucleus"; then surely that electron will gravitate to the greater draw. The question
becomes: does the "super proton" have greater/ or similar speed than an electron?
In which case, the proton organizes a march essentially: of an army of electrons as
it proceeds. The question of an orbit is abandoned, the balance of power is shifted
within a similar situation as is the planets and sun; due to gravity. The larger
draws the smaller, even though the distance in space can be great. Unlike the sun
and planets, there is no discipline of action/ because there is no consequence
called reaction to create time. These simply gang up, like a swarm of insects or
such. The question remains: are they completely random, or is there an influence
that remains to establish some aspect of order, as an alternate law in nuclear
physics. In every gravitational solar system, (galaxy) there is a black hole at the
center.... within which a planetary systems reside (an effective order). In this
scenario, there will be no black hole created by the effects of pushing proton
particles past the edge of time/ HOWEVER the influences illustrative, of a
supernova collapse that leads to a black hole will be realized. Or more simply: in a
supernova when the atomic energy is exhausted to the point all previous  order
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fails: there will be an reaction equal to the action that preceded it. Or in this case,
as is the design of solar systems: a disk of influence will be defined, because the
explosion has a distinct direction and at right angles to that direction the debris 
will flow(mass cannot keep up with the forces ejected/ therefore they spin to the
side). The effect of creating a "wormhole"; which is nothing more than an
opportunity for electrons to collect in transition from a balanced atomic
environment, "to an army"; is fundamental to pushing an accelerated proton past
the limits and disciplines of real energy in time. Once past, the disk created by
gravitational influences; these are held to the consequence of what a wormhole
can do. Like a cord, it hangs on/ because the thread of influence is time itself.
Therefore a constant emerges. Time as a constant, emerges as thought/ but time as
a constant of energy; conceives of things that cannot be measured, because they
exist at speeds so extreme there is no reaction to that speed: in essence then
eternal. Critical to the end result is: how does the thread of existence, retain its
identity? As energy, the critical existence of all those nuclei that have been
abandoned by their electrons; become an anchor. That elemental truth then
becomes a line which is attached to an endless action, that returns and returns and
returns at unimaginable speed, slicing and dicing the reality of time and its
balanced atomic nuclei at it proceeds through this earth.

         the terrorists at CERN/ the particle accelerator buried in a mountain, are
reviewed.

Their stated purpose:  "to recreate and study, the energies responsible for the BIG
BANG"/ THE SINGLE MOST DESTRUCTIVE EVENT IN THE HISTORY OF
THE UNIVERSE.   Here on earth. IT IS, A gamble with this ENTIRE planet that
is complex/ but understandable, if you try.
 

YOU ARE THE JURY; these elemental answers are to establish and develop the
singular question:   ARE YOUR SCIENTISTS playing beyond their means to
control AN ABSOLUTE CHAOS/ ABOUT TO TAKE OUR LIVES AWAY?   Are
you willing to bet your life/ this planet/ and every living thing on their “intellect”? 
Because that is exactly what they are doing with this world;   gambling with every
life on the planet, and even the planet itself!   SHAME ON YOU for letting
them.  Stop them now, or die, is a real situational question: that YOU can
understand/ even if you cannot comprehend the basic descriptions above.  It is still
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clear:    “Maybe these scientists are wrong”.  And if they are/ THEN YOU’RE
DEAD; soon.

THE TRIAL IS,    FOR LIFE FIRST, don’t gamble with our lives anymore!   
As a distinctly involved participant in their gambles with life, on this entire planet,
every nation/ THIS IS your decision;    like it, OR NOT!
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